
If you enjoy ART, why not try one of these books...

A story inspired by events during  WWII, 
when the treasured contents of 

London's National Gallery were stored in 
Welsh slate mines. 

You might also like..
‘Graphic’ by Cathy Blake
‘Killer Camera’ by Anthony 

Horowitz
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Johannes Vermeer can spot 
exceptional beauty. Servant, Griet, 

is fascinated by his paintings - 
when he gives her his wife’s pearl 
earrings to wear, gossip escalates

Young, rich and handsome 
Dorian Gray seems to have it all, 

but is there truth to the dark 
tales told about him? Only two 
men know the truth of Dorian 

Gray and his portrait.
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Iris’ estranged father is dying - she 
begins to get to know her art dealing 

father who never wanted her, and learns 
much about truth, lies & betrayal

Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=2dce5fe)

https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/book/11136/Framed-by-Frank-Cottrell-Boyce.html
https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/book/11136/Framed-by-Frank-Cottrell-Boyce.html
https://www.leedsbookawards.co.uk/2016-fire-colour-one.php
https://www.leedsbookawards.co.uk/2016-fire-colour-one.php
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/2865.Girl_with_a_Pearl_Earring
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/174
https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=2dce5fe


If you enjoy DT, why not try one of these books...

Bean’s dad, who she calls Gadgetman. Is 
kidnapped when he invents a device that 
could steal a million pounds. Bean sets 
out to track down the kidnappers and 

rescue him

You might also like..
‘Boys Don’t Knit (in Public)’   

by T S Easton
‘Airman’ by Eoin Colfer

Amelie Day loves to bake - so 
she’s thrilled when she’s invited to 

compete in Britain’s Best Teen 
Baker of the Year. But Amelie has 
cystic fibrosis and sometimes she 
can barely breathe. Will she still be 

able to compete?

A blend of past and future 
technologies, Mortal Engines is 

the first of a quartet of 
action-packed set in a world in 
which wheeled cities hunt each 
other across the dried up sea 

bed

Ella, the dressmaker, starts her first day 
working in the prison camp, but this is 

no ordinary workshop. Every death 
could mean the difference between life 

and death
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=3fb6546)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=3fb6546


If you enjoy Drama, why not try one of these books…

Tobey just knows he's got something special 
and he's determined to be famous. He and 
his friend, Georgia, audition for a role in a 

play and to his huge disappointment, Georgia 
gets a part, but he doesn’t. Can he still find a 

way to be famous?

You might also like..
‘Noughts & Crosses’ 
by Malorie Blackman
James Bond Series 
by Ian Fleming

Nat, a young actor, wakes up one 
morning to find himself in the past, 

acting at the Globe Theatre. His 
co-star is the King of the Shadows 
himself: William Shakespeare. But 

why is he there?

Alice lives an ordinary life, until 
the day she finds herself in the 

wonderful world of mad tea 
parties and remarkable 

characters.

 Hank doesn’t have time for maths - he’s 
the lead in the school play! But he won’t 
have a part to play at all if he doesn’t get 
a B in his next Maths test. Hank knows 

he has to hit the books - can he pull 
through in time for the show?
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=8244bcc)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=8244bcc


If you enjoy English, why not try one of these books…

After suffering bullying at her previous 
school, Tabby is reluctant to try to make 

new friends. But when she learns of a 
newly formed book club and meets Olivia, 
Ed, Cassie and Henry - its members - she 

realises she has found "her people".

You might also like..
‘His Dark Materials’ Series

By Philip Pullman
‘The Secret Garden’ 

by Frances Hodgson Burnett

This classic story about 
eighteenth-century England 

features a glamorous, proud hero 
and a dashing, prejudiced 

heroine whose worth is slowly 
discovered.

He is Nosferatu, the Undead. He can walk 
through locked doors, change his shape. 

Sometimes he looks like a man, 
sometimes a huge wolf-like dog, or a bat.
He never grows ill, never dies. And if you 

invite him into your home, he will take 
your life and your soul.

In a future North America, where 
rulers of Panem maintain control 

through an annual survival 
competition, 16 year old Katniss's 

skills are tested when she voluntarily 
takes her sister's place
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=88e88c8)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=88e88c8


If you enjoy Geography, why not try one of these books…

Stranded in the Amazon jungle when 
their plane crashes on their way back to 
England via Manaus, Brazil, four children 
struggle to survive for days until one of 
them finds a map that leads them to a 
ruined city and a secret hidden among 

the vines.

You might also like..
‘Notes From a Small Island’ 

By Bill Bryson
‘The Horrible Geography’ Series

After a local girl asks for his help to 
track down her missing friend Kami, 

Ryan's trip to Nepal turns into a quest 
to find him. When he does, he hears 

the shocking story of what really 
happened on Kami's Everest 

expedition.

Discover how Greta Thunberg is 
helping to change the world. With 
all the inside info on Greta and her 
movement, find out facts about the 
leading activist and what you can 

do about climate change.

Quakes can strike in California without 
warning, with houses smashed to 

matchsticks, trees uprooted and gaping 
chasms in the earth. As the dust settles, 

Jodie and Matt think they've made it 
alive but are they ready for nature's real 

test: the aftershock?
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=a13a865)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=a13a865


If you enjoy History, why not try one of these books…

Based on the life of Arthur Ransome, 
the story of a British journalist who 
finds love in Moscow and becomes 

involved with the events of the 
Russian revolution.

You might also like..
‘Roots’ by Alex Haley

The ‘Horrible Histories’ Series

Influence by the Russian Revolution 
- Politically-minded farm animals 
spark a revolution against their 

human master and establish a new 
government that fails because of a 

corrupt leader tempted by greed and 
power. 

Eliza Rose knows she must one day 
marry a man who is grand and rich. 

But plans change when she becomes 
maid of honour at the court of Henry 

VIII. Her cousin Katherine Howard has 
dangerous plans of her own. But will 
Eliza be able to escape her own fate?

 A young Japanese woman becomes 
curator of a Holocaust museum in 

Tokyo and pieces together the story of 
a young Jewish girl who lived in Nazi 
Germany and died in the gas chamber 

at Auschwitz.
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=77d6d03)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=77d6d03


If you enjoy ICT, why not try one of these books…

Jonny has had enough of his older 
brother, Ted, so he decides to go on the 
internet to swap him for a new one. But 

they turn out to be stranger than he 
expected.  Will any of them be right?

You might also like..
‘The Prime Minister’s Brain’ by 

Gillian Cross
‘The Eye of Minds’ by James 

Dashner

Information and disinformation can 
be powerful weapons. This book 

looks at how cyber wars are fought 
in the internet age.

April 1984. Winston Smith thinks 
a thought, starts a diary and falls 

in love. But ‘Big Brother’ is 
watching him and the door to 

Room 101 can swing open in the 
blink of an eye.

Esther’s year has been challenged to go 
six weeks without their phone, offering a 
£1.000 prize to the winners. This could 

be Esther’s only chance to afford to visit 
her day and sister in New York. But, can

she stay disconnected? 
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=ab2e0a3)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=ab2e0a3


If you enjoy Languages, why not try one of these books

Antonito lives an idyllic life on his 
parent’s bull farm in Andalucia. But his 

life is shattered when he realises his bull 
calf, is destined for the bull-ring. What is 

he going to do about it?

You might also like..
The animated stories of 
‘Asterix’ and ‘Tintin’

‘Mentira’ by Care Santos

The story of the Arsenal superstar's 
incredible journey from the streets of 
Tocopilla(Chile) to become "El Niño 

Maravilla" (The Child Wonder), a 
national hero, and one of the most 

talented players in the world.

When a young D’Artagnan comes 
to Paris to seek his fortune, he is 
challenged to a duel by three of 
the king’s Musketeers. Can he 

prove himself worthy of being the 
fourth Musketeer?

Jean de la Fontaine collected 
fables from a variety of cultures 

across the world and has 
adapted them into French verse. 
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=64692b8)

https://www.worldoftales.com/fables/LaFontaine_fables.html#gsc.tab=0
https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=64692b8


If you enjoy Maths, why not try one of these books…

Twelve year old Robert hates his maths 
teacher: he sets his class boring 

problems and won’t let them use a 
calculator. But then he finds help from 

the number devil in his dreams.

You might also like..
the rest of the ‘Murderous 

Maths’ series by Kjartan Poskitt
‘Planet Stan’ by Elaine Wickson

Symbologist Robert Langdon 
travels from Paris to London to 

unravel a bizarre muder. 
Accompanied by a cryptographer. 
He soon comes across a religious 

enigma protected by an age-old 
secret society.

How can fractions save you from 
the toxic mutant fish of 

Fastbuck? What makes Pongo 
McWhiffy a mathematical freak?
Guarantee: this books contains 

absolutely NO sums!

Christopher Boone knows all the 
countries of the world and every prime 

number up to 7,057 but understands  
very little about human beings.
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=8a115b5)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=8a115b5


If you enjoy Music, why not try one of these books…

Bea Hogg is in deep trouble. She entered
 a TV dance competition with a mystery 

partner and it turned out to be the 
unbelievably hot Ollie Matthews, 

boyfriend of the school's meanest girl. 
Now she has to face Pearl Harris at 

school.

You might also like..
‘History of Rock: for Big Fans 

and Little Punks’
‘Why is my Piano Black 

and White?’ by Nathan Holder

From the birth of the blues to the 
invention of a sound recording 

machine. It looks at mind-boggling 
musical instruments and explores a 

tragedy that sparked the biggest 
musical explosion ever.

.

Twelve bands go to Rock War 
Manor for boot camp, but will 

the show survive long 
enough for them to perform 

at the live filming?

Naomi is the biggest pop star on the 
planet. Ruby is her biggest fan. When 

the two unexpectedly swap bodies,  they 
must learn about each other's lives, and 
themselves, before they can swap back.
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=025dede)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=025dede


If you enjoy PE, why not try one of these books…

No one takes Charlotte's dreams of playing 
rugby seriously because she's a girl. Dad's 

business is not doing well, Gran keeps 
forgetting things, Mum's taking an 

unhealthy interest in the PE teacher and 
her rugby playing brother wants to go on 

the stage.

You might also like..
‘Chasing a Rugby Dream’ 

by James Hook
‘Break the Fall’ 

by Jennifer Lacopelli

The story of a school boy's 
determination to make it into the 
first eleven for cricket, with the 

help of his cricketing mother and 
a local county cricket team star.

It looks like Eoin Madden's busiest 
term ever! He's Castlerock 

College's star player and he's been 
called up for Ireland in the Under 

16 Four Nations - how will he 
juggle sport and school work?

 Fourteen-year-old twins, Roxy and Kaine, 
have only one thing in common. They 

HATE each other. Kaine is loud, brash and 
brilliant at football. Roxy is heading for 

tennis superstardom. When tragedy 
strikes, their worlds are ripped apart. Can 
they come together before it's too late?
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Click HERE for more information on these 
books(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=a414332)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=a414332


If you enjoy RS, why not try one of these books…

There used to be an empty chair at the 
back of the class, but now a new boy 
called Ahmet is sitting in it. When the 

class learn that Ahmet is a refugee, one 
group of friends come up with a plan to 

help.

You might also like..
‘Windrush Child’

by Benjamin Zephaniah
‘The Chronicles of Narnia’ 

by C S Lewis

Malala Yousafzai describes her fight 
for education for girls under Taliban 
rule, the support she received from 
her parents to pursue an education 

and how the Taliban retaliated 
against her by trying to kill her.

.

The classic Louisa M Alcott 
story of the ups and downs of 

one year in the life of four sisters 
whose father has gone off to 

fight in the American Civil War.

When Parvana's father is arrested and 
taken away, Parvana and her mother and 

sisters face starvation; under Taliban 
law women and girls must not leave the 

house alone. In desperation, Parvana 
pretends to be a boy to save her family.
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Click HERE for more information on these books 
(https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=63258a4)

https://wakelet.com/i/invite?code=63258a4


If you enjoy Science, why not try one of these books…

Roz the robot discovers that she is alone 
on a remote, wild island with no memory 
of where she is from or why she is there. 

Her only hope of survival is to try to 
learn about her new environment from 

the island's hostile inhabitants.

You might also like..
‘Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy’ by Douglas Adams
‘Horrible Science’ Series

by Nick Arnold

A Time Traveller  builds his own 
Time Machine and, to the disbelief 
of his friends, travels to the future 
world of AD802,701 a world which 
seems perfect at first, but hides 

terrible secrets.

After Albie's mum dies, he 
decides to find a way of 

travelling through space and 
time to find an alternative 

universe where his mum is still 
alive.

 Itch, an ordinary kid who loves 
science and collecting things, 

discovers an unusual rock that turns 
out to be something no scientist in 
the world has ever seen. And those 

who want the rock will stop at 
nothing to get it.
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